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be similarly occluded. As an effect of either form of occlusion, the lymphatic areas drained by the
impli- There is thou a rise of lymph pressure in the occluded
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taste is, however, thereby developed, hence it is prefer- able to prepare quinine sulphate in liquid
form by sus- pending it in syrup glycyrrhlzae, elixir glycyrrhizse or
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Camp of New Jersey, the fort hospital incumbent. As in all epidemics, the rapid spread of the disease
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or phlegm ; or phlegm and bile, it will be quickly cured. When air or bile ; or phlegm and air ; and
when the air, bile, and phlegm
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des 15. Jahrhunderts über Gaumenperforation erhalten ist. Wenn Ribber i 2) ganz allgemein von der
Entwicklung der Medizin sagt,
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